
ABOUT:  Wheeldon Brothers Waste Ltd 
is an independent, family run business established for over 
60 years and operates from four material recycling facilities 
around Manchester. 
They recycle waste from the industrial, commercial and  
domestic sectors including builders, restaurants, shops, 
demolition, construction, manufacturing and local  
authorities.
Employing over 100 staff, and with a fleet of over 30 trucks, 
15 excavators and 10 wheeled loaders, Wheeldon Brothers 
process upwards of 200,000 tonnes of waste per annum 
across eight picking lines. Following several waste  
processing techniques a large percentage of the waste is 
turned into SRF (solid recovered fuel) and is transported 
to controlled burning sites to produce energy, significantly 
reducing landfill waste.

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIAL

MACHINE HISTORY:
2 x Pronar MPB 20.55G Tracked Trommels

1 x Hyundai HL960HDXT Wheeled Loader 
 
EXPECTED ANNUAL MACHINE
OPERATIONAL HOURS:
Trommels: 2,200
Wheeled Loader: 2,750

Taylor & Braithwaite
Ian Brown, Area Sales Manager
Tel: 017683 41400
Email: ianbrown@t-and-b.co.uk

Wheeldon Brothers
James Wheeldon, Managing Director
Tel: 0161 764 2000
Email: james@wheeldonbrothers.co.uk



AFTER SALES SERVICE:

WHY TAYLOR & BRAITHWAITE: 
“In the first instance we had a personnel recommendation from Rick 
Allen at North West Recyling and Brampton Skip Hire Ltd. Rick  
advised that Taylor and Braithwaite not only advised and supported 
you through the initial purchase, but were very strong on their after 
sales service and support. Our experience was exactly the same when 
purchasing our first Pronar Trommel. We therefore had no hesitation in 
purchasing a replacement wheeled loader with the Hyundai HL960.”

AFTER SALES SUPPORT:
“The after sales service from Taylor & Braithwaite has been excellent. 
Initial hydraulic problems with the wheeled loader was resolved very 
quickly, their service team responded and were on site the same day  
to fault find and repair the issue.”

REASON FOR BUYING: 
Wheeled Loader: “Having 
experienced mixed issues with our 
current fleet of wheeled loaders, we 
researched the market for suitable 
alternatives. Following extensive trials 
the Hyundai machine performed very 
well compared to our existing fleet 
with the added advantage of Cummins 
engines, which are extremely reliable, 
and ZF transmission. Price was also 
very important.”
Trommels: “We were looking to get 
more out of the waste product and 
had a requirement for screening large 
volumes of waste for 20/40mm soil 
and aggregate.“

MACHINE APPLICATION:
Waste processing and recycling, operating for upto 
12 hours per day, five and a half days per week.

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIAL continued . . .


